


Hello and Welcome! 

We Appreciate your visit to our platform, in search of our E-
book.
hope you have the best of time, as you'll be reading and
learning more  about music.

Thanks...



People chase fame because they, subconsciously,
believe that having people fawning over them will
finally make them love themselves. If millions of people
adore you, you must be pretty amazing, right?
Unfortunately, this isn't how self-esteem works. You
can have all of the fame in the world and still dislike
who you are deep down.

This has been a long-standing question which
appears to be complicated by Thoughts,
Imaginations, or peer opinions.

Fame Or Money, 
Which do I chase as An Artiste?
PART1



Money, however, is practical. People chase money
because money pays bills. However, an obsession with
money is usually there for the same reason; people
believe, on a subconscious level, that if they just have
enough money, they will finally love themselves. Once
again, this isn't how self-esteem works.

Money and fame can be great, but will not cure bad self-
esteem. Money, however, is more practical than fame.
These were just to balance the fact that the both parties
are necessarily useful for any creatives respectively...

kindly submit your questions via our platforms below.

Text Question To houzofgeneralmusic@gmail.com

follow us @facebook, @houzofgeneralmusic, & @realgodhopeuche



Now, let's look at Artiste, Musicians, Entertainers, & Music
inclined persons...

 

Every intentional Artiste who's aiming at the top in the
Industry of music, should first look out for profitable ways
to grow bigger, while he or she makes good income from
music as his craft...
Yea, its pretty true that Fame is one thing every
entertainer craves for. but the fact is "MUSIC NEEDS
MONEY" so be attentive to this fact and satisfy it in order
to get a meaningful and admirable result...

Also, to balance this point. we've got most Artiste and
entertainers who were birth into wealth and have tried all
possible ways to hit the stardom yet seems abortive, so
why don't we get practical by employing the right and
useful strategy(ies) that will help us grow, rather than
chasing "FAME"...

A recording artiste who've gone through the hurdles and
pains involved in making out a good song will definitely
understand that Money" is essential, even while scaling
using, A scale of preference.

every promotional involvement and activities that goes
round the cycle of an artiste is money demanding and
close attention to making MONEY will relief you, mostly,
when you're serving as an Independent Artiste...



FAME IS CLIMATIC

Know this! Rationally every Artiste is famous and popular, now this
depends on how you define Fame to yourself. most people takes fame
to being popular, influential and celebrated by both the known and
unknown friends, fans, followers, and well wishers.

 while others takes fame to be gaining mere popularity and immediate
social influence, this might just noticeable to people around that
geographical location.

but the fact is, the both Views of Fame can truly be seen as Fame...
In Music we've got both the Local, National, and International Artiste.
Remember barely all of them makes good music and entertain well,
but the difference between these categories is how the function
differently at their various locations...



Fame Is Climatic, this means, just as a given climate is
well known in a particular geographical location given
its duration, Fame is no difference. everyone has a big
face in their different locations, while some even
barely known in their based location...

but, what heights you above all of these comparison is
making "MONEY" and placing extreme value on your
sound...

Fame Is Climatic

Fame Is Climatic



While looking out for FAME kindly priortize your search for
money, in order to have a Healthy Music...



Thanks for reading

We hope you enjoyed of bit of what you read !
Kindly send in all questions to our official email -

houzofgeneralmusic@gmail.com


